Set up your company on a site serving
your efficiency

A high-tech hub
C

sablanca’s Aeronautics Park, located in Mohammed V airport, is now
considered as a reference for the national aircraft industry. Spreading out on
200 hectares, it hosts the leading-edge
companies, providing them the best
equipment and facilities.
The companies moving to Casablanca’s Aeronautics Park get immediate
support and coaching to assist them in
setting-up as soon as possible and in
order to focus on their proper activities.
Moreover, the Aeronautics Park also

provides a tailored-made follow-up for
each company in order to multiply their
chances of success and development.
Initially planned exclusively to the aircraft
industry, the Aeronautics Park attracted
straight off eco-friendly industries, certainly interested in easy access facilities
offering so many advantages.
For integrating outside companies, the
Aeronautics Park appealed to contribution a renowned institution, the Moroccan
Airports Authority, which is very proud to
domicile today so many prestigious national as international companies.

A regional reference
hub
L

ocated at only 30 kilometers from
the economic capital of Morocco,
Casablanca’s Aeronautics Park is at
the crossroads of the main highways
and railroads serving every region of
the kingdom.
Likewise, the industrial park is perfectly accessible from the main world
capitals, thanks to the flight connections operated by the numerous airlines serving the first airport of the
kingdom, Casablanca Mohammed V
airport.
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Million

passengers

transit by the airport
Mohammed V every year

Destinations

are covered by Mohammed V
airport flights.

Main destination cities:
Paris: 79 flights
London: 13 flights
Frankfurt: 13 flights
Dubai: 7 flights
Toulouse: 9 flights
New York: 7 flights
Montreal: 7 flights

A living
and working area
C

asablanca’s Aeronautics Park
confirms its vocation of excellence cluster and offers to the companies settled there a safe space for
work and living, combining economic
efficiency and comfort.
The Aeropole of Casablanca includes
5 dedicated areas:
• Aircraft industries park
• Aeronautical services park
• Industrial park: industrial activities area
dedicated to the innovative and
non-polluting industries
• Hotelwork area
• Training unit

To meet with the companies’ needs, the
construction works for a living base-area
will start by the end of 2012, including a
mall, hotels, an international conference
center, banks, a post office, a health
emergencies center and a restaurant.

They trusted us
The main companies (in terms of staff employed) who trusted us :
Aeronautics:

Associated industries:

• Aircelle Maroc
• Casablanca aeronautique
• Cm developpement
• Creuzet & indraero Maroc
• Eads maroc aviation
• Matis aerospace sas
• Minco
• Segula maroc
• S.E.R.M.P
• S.F.R.M

• Banchereau maroc
• Barid al maghrib
• Bayer immobiliere maroc
• Co.bo.mi
• Dufry maroc
• First plastics
• Helio afrique
• Kitea
• Logicold
• Logismar
• Mega hissoto maroc
• Naturex maroc
• Servier maroc
• Investissements socafix
• Venezia ice

Training area:
• A.I.A.C : Mohammed VI
International Civil Aviation
Academy trains aeronautical
technicians, controllers and civil
aviation engineers.
• GEODE (MUNDIAPOLIS) :
a university preparing to
management, finance and
leadership careers.
• I.M.A : “Institut des Métiers de
l’Aéronautique”, an aeronautics
institute for aircraft industry
technicians’ training.
• I.S.M.A.L.A : a training center
for aircraft industry and the
airport logistics technicians.

Turnkey solutions
T

he «Ready to output» is a hightech space adapted to the immediate needs of any company whatever
its size. Intended for the aircraft industry, these production areas of 1200 m²
each, are equipped with electricity,
water and computer network so as to
move in quickly and hence start producing immediately.
The «Ready for services» is a “smart”
structure serving your activity. These
are «ready for use» spaces intended

to welcome the providers connected
to aircraft industry and to innovative
sectors.
The structure is made of units designed
according to the “smart buildings” concept
of 300 m² office, already wired and completely modular.
This area also includes common services:
cleaning, security, training rooms, meeting
rooms, copy center, etc.

For more information, please
contact us :
Telephone : (+212) 522 43 78 41
Telecopy: (212) 522 43 79 24
onda@onda.ma
www.onda.ma

